
ABSTRACT

An analysis of the internal friction produced by grain boundary relaxation in metals and
alloys and ceramics is presented. The different interpretations given in the literature to relaxation
phenomena occurring at temperatures above about half the melting point which include the influ-
ence of grain boundaries and their interaction with solutes and precipitates are discussed in detail.
A complete set of the experimental data disposable in this field since 1972 up today is reviewed.
Finally, some recent experiments are discussed and new ones are suggested. They might solve the
actual controversy about the real origin of the relaxation phenomena observed. If this is the case,
a considerable amount of information already published can be taken into account with a good de-
gree of confidence. This information contributes to the description of the structure and behaviour
of grain boundaries, both being important topics for materials science.



1. INTRODUCTION

Relaxation phenomena occurring along grain boundaries have been studied during more
than forty years by several authors. Since the publication in 1947 of the fundamental work by
Ke [1], reporting the discovery of a new kind of relaxation, produced by grain boundaries (GB),
several different techniques have been used and different materials have been investigated to study
this type of relaxation. Within these different techniques (stress relaxation, elastic after-effect and
damping or internal friction) the major part of the research has been performed by means of internal
friction (IF) measurements. Moreover, apart from few works on ceramics most of the publications
refer to pure metals and alloys.

The analysis of GB relaxation gives useful information about the structure of the GB itself
and, principally, about the kinetic of many processes occurring at and in the neighbourhood of the
GB. Some of these processes, even though they develop at atomic scale and inside a very small
fraction of the volume of the specimen, have drastic influences on the mechanical behaviour of the
material. This is the case, for example, when precipitation or the reversible creation of complexes
of atoms occur at the GB.

From the beginning, the study of relaxation phenomena opened a fruitful discussion about
the nature (amorphous or crystalline) of the limit between crystalline adjacent grains. In addition,
the possible basic mechanism responsible for the appearance of the IF peaks (sliding, migration,
migration of protrusions, movement of dislocations) came into discussion.

The GB relaxation was formerly reviewed inside one section of works devoted to the
general behaviour of GBs (Conrad [2], Stevens [3]). The last complete reviews on this field have
appeared coincidently in 1972 (Gleiterand Chalmers [4], De Batist [5], Nowick and Berry [6]). An
assessment on GB relaxation by Roberts and Leak [7] gave a list of IF data in different metals up
to 1972. Other reviews [8-15] cover only partial aspects of the problem.

The first of a series of papers presenting a different explanation for the GB-IF peaks was
published in 1975 (Woirgard et al. [16]), where it was assumed that the damping originates inside
the grains. This explanation started a controversy which is still present.

Finally, some clear experiments carried out recently seem to have solved this controversy.
If this is the case, a considerable amount of published information can be taken into account with
a good degree of confidence and re-interpreted, if necessary. This information contributes to the
general description of the structure and behaviour of the GBs together with the data coming from
other techniques and other phenomena.

A complete list of symbols and abbreviations used are given at the end of the paper.



2. HISTORY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GRAIN BOUNDARY
RELAXATION

Only those publications which have had special significance and pointed out the salient

features of the GB relaxation will be considered here. In 1947 Ke [1] published a really important

paper which was mentioned several times in the literature. He reported a strong relaxation process

originating at the GBs of polycrystalline specimens of aluminium and at the same time he presented

the first torsion pendulum for IF and elastic after-effect measurements. This pendulum is called

direct or Ke's type pendulum.

A high IF peak (located at 550K for a frequency of lHz and with a maximum of about
0.08) was reported in 99.2 wt% aluminum which was absent in a bamboo-like specimen which
contained few crystals (Fig. 1). Ke assumed that the sliding between adjacent crystals was respon-
sible for the detected damping and suggested that, independently from the real structure of the GB
itself, it behaves as an amorphous material or a viscous layer between two crystals, for which a
coefficient of viscosity, TJ, can be defined. He showed that 77 was given by

T) = dGrt (1)

where d is the thickness of a flat boundary, G the unrelaxed shear modulus, I the grain size and r

the relaxation time. On assuming an exponential temperature dependence of 77 the expression for

r was given by

h
where 770 is the pre-exponential factor of 17 and A H is an activation enthalpy. Ke found A H to
be very close to the value for self-diffusion in aluminum. It is interesting to point out that the
measurements of 77 for different temperatures, extrapolated to the melting point, gave a value for r\
very close to the viscosity for liquid aluminum.

For the discussion to be held later in the paper, it is important to point out some experi-
mental details for the works that will be mentioned, such as degree of purity, previous treatments,
mode of deformation and mode of operation of the equipments used. The last two points are im-
portant when discussing amplitude-dependent damping (ADD) effects.

The first measurements by Ke were performed in well annealed samples and he studied
wires in torsion and in free decay. The successive works made in this field gave different features
of the GB peaks such as relaxation strength versus grain size, relaxation strength and activation en-
thalpy against stacking fault energy, grain size dependence of the temperature at the peak, activation
enthalpy, peak width, influence of deformation, ADD effects and influence of impurities.

2.1 Relaxation strength against grain size

A subsequent research by Ke in aluminum [17] suggested that when the grain size (£) is

smaller than the dimensions of the specimen the height of the peak and, consequently, the strength



of the relaxation (A,) did not depend on variations in the dimensions of the grains. On the contrary,

some works carried out on different or even on the same crystalline structure showed a relationship

between A; and grain size in such a way that A, decreases on increasing the average dimension of

the grain. This is the case, for example, of the GB peaks measured by Bungardt and Preisendanz

[ 18] in 99.8% zirconium, shown in Fig.2, or the linear relationship between Ay and £ found for pure

iron by Leak [19] and for the low temperature GB peak (LTP) in nickel by Roberts and Barrand

[20].

The name LTP appears because some authors, Williams and Leak [21] among them,
decomposed the high temperature damping spectrum of fee metals into three peaks and named them
as LTP (or ortodox GB peak), ITP (intermediate temperature GB peak) and HTP (high temperature
GB peak). It was suggested that twin boundaries and grain boundaries across the transversal section
of the specimen were necessary for the occurrence of the FTP and the HTP, respectively.

2.2 Relaxation strength and activation enthalpy versus stacking fault energy

A suggestive correlation between relaxation parameters (relaxation strength and activa-
tion enthalpy) and the stacking fault energy (7) was pointed out by Roberts and Barrand [20], as
shown in Figs.3a and 3b, for the ortodox GB peak. Two regions can be distinguished: One region,
which practically contains all the metals studied, where the height of the peak and, consequently,
A;, decreases linearly on increasing 7"1 and, a second one where A; is approximately indepen-
dent from 7"1 . A similar dependence follows the ratio A H/A HSD, where A H is the activation
enthalpy for the GB peak and A HSD the activation enthalpy for self-diffusion.

2.3 Peak temperature versus grain size

Concerning the grain size dependence of the GB peak temperature a trend toward a lower
value for 7& as the grain size decreases, was found in different metals. Results for copper, iron
and aluminum were interpreted as requiring an £n dependence, with n near a value of 2 (see, for
example, [19]).

The fact that 7& often lies in the typical range for point defects (10 ~15 to 10~14s) has
been pointed out as a simple coincidence [6] since 7̂  involves some microscopic properties such
as the grain size.

2.4 Activation enthalpy

The values of A H, A HSD and A HBGSD, where A HQBSD is the activation enthalpy for
boundary self-diffusion, reviewed [4-7], were useful to clarify that the most common situation is
such that A HQBSD & & H £ A HSD- Then, only for few metals (as it can be seen in Fig.3b for
A£, Ni, Mo and Zn) the first idea of Ke about a direct correlation between A H and A HSD was
valid.



2.5 Peak width

The widths of the GB peaks commonly measured deviate from a Debye peak which, apart
from second order effects, describes well phenomena associated with atomic jumps. In terms of
the formalism developed by Nowick and Berry [22] for a lognormal distribution of relaxation time,
the values of 0, which characterize the width of the distribution function, are clearly higher than
one.

2.6 Plastic deformation effects

The effect of the plastic deformation on GB relaxation is not clear because systematic
studies about this topic were not carried out and also because it is difficult to separate the deforma-
tion introduced inside the grains from the one at GBs. Furthermore, the dislocations created in the
matrix in the neighbourhood of the GBs surely plays a role in the phenomenon occurring at GBs.

Very early, Ke [23] observed that plastic deformation may cause the disappearance of the
GB peak. On the contrary, Postnikov [24] presented results on annealed and plastically deformed
pure aluminum, showing that after deformation the resultant peak was about four times higher, be-
ing the peak temperature unaltered and very close to that reported by Ke [1], Later on, Berrisford
et al. [25] analysed the influence of plastic deformation on the low temperature GB peak in cop-
per. Their results indicated that while tensile deformation reduced significantly the GB damping,
torsional deformation did not.

2.7 Amplitude dependent damping effects

The studies related to the presence or not of ADD-effects in the region of the GB peak
are scarce. Very few authors mentioned that they found no ADD-effects. It should be pointed out
that all these measurements were mainly carried out by using the free-decay method.

The first systematic study of ADD associated with GB damping is that carried out by
Smith and Leak [26]. The measurements were made in polycrystalline magnesium (99.98%) with
a grain size of about 140^m at a frequency of lHz. They operated the equipment in the free decay
mode, under torsion, and in the range of deformation 10 ~6 — 10 ~4.

The authors considered that if modern concepts of GB structure involve the presence of
dislocations in GB, GB damping may then arise from the movement of these dislocations and such
damping might be expected to show amplitude dependent characteristics, an aspect neglected in
previous works.

After the application of a background-subtraction procedure, they considered that the
type of the logarithmic decrement versus e relationship obtained suggested the presence of three
components in the GB spectrum:

a) An amplitude dependent component possibly of anelastic origin at low strains (e < 10 ~ 6 ) .



b) An amplitude dependent component which saturates at e ~ 4 x 10 5 probably due to small

reversible movement of GB dislocations.

The amplitude dependence arises from the activation of an increasing number of bound-

ary dislocations but the effect reaches saturation when all available sources are operating.

c) An amplitude dependent component which shows the same ADD as the background. The pro-
posed mechanism for this is that as the strain amplitude increases, the stress on the boundary, which
has not been relaxed by the anelastic and GB dislocation contributions, is relaxed by the nucleation
of dislocations at such sources as GB ledges. These dislocations, which are not required to remain
at the GB to maintain misorientation, are able to move into the grains.

In a subsequent work [ 13] the same authors considered this third GB amplitude dependent
component directly as a lattice-dislocations contribution.

On referring to high temperature IF spectra of pure metals, that is, to peaks located be-
tween 0.4 and 0.7 Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature, Woirgard etal. [27] observed that the
peaks are generally absent in highly cold-worked specimens and that they gradually evolve during
annealings at increasing temperatures. Annealing at a higher temperature makes them gradually
disappear, the lowest temperature peaks being the first to vanish. It was observed also, together
with this decrease of the peaks, the appearance of nonlinear effects, but it is difficult to establish
whether these amplitude dependent effects are due to the nonlinearity of mechanisms given the
relaxation peaks, or whether distinct mechanisms (involving lattice dislocations) are active, being
this last assumption, according to the authors, the most likely hypothesis.

2.8 Influence of impurities

One of the important aspects of the GB relaxation is the influence of impurities. The
addition of substitutional solute atoms was observed to originate two effects. First, the height of the
original GB peak, which was named as "solvent GB peak", was reduced and the peak temperature
was shifted. The second effect was even more drastic, because a new peak, the so-called "solute
GB peak", appeared. The height of the peak was proportional to the added quantity of solute and the
peak temperature was significantly shifted, either to lower or to higher temperatures, with respect
to the peak temperature of the solvent GB peak.

There are several examples about both peaks, like the one by Pearson and Rotherham [28]
in copper and silver alloys, de Morton and Leak [29] in copper-gold alloys, Roberts and Barrand
[20] in copper with nickel as impurity atom, Mosher and Raj [30] in copper-silicon and copper-
germanium, shown in Fig.4, and Ashmarin et al. [31] in iron-silicon.

In most of the alloys, both the activation enthalpy and the peak temperature increases, for
the solvent peak, on increasing the solute content. These effects, together with the position of the
solute GB peak mentioned above, could not be explained by means of a simple correlation, such
as the difference between atomic sizes or electronic configurations [4].



The activation enthalpy for the solute peak was found to be in the range of A HSD ar |d
the enthalpy for the diffusion of the solute atom in the lattice.

The addition of interstitial atoms does not create a second peak but modifies the solvent

peak.

The precipitates have a strong influence on the GB peak. Mosher and Raj [31], for ex-
ample, showed that the presence of panicles at GBs in copper, such as SiO2 or GeOz suppressed
the solvent and the solute peaks and created a third peak at higher temperatures. The relaxation
time was found to be proportional to the size of the particles and to the grain size, and inversely,
proportional to the interparticle spacing, Moreover, the activation enthalpy of this third peak was
similar to that of the self GB diffusion, indicating that the sliding rate was controlled by diffusive
accomodation around the particles.

3. MODELS

The successive theoretical models reflected, as it is natural, the more relevant character-
istics pointed out, successively, by the different experiments, described in Section 2.

3.1 The viscous and atomistic models

The models of Ke [32], Mott [33], Zener [34] and Gifkins [35] considered the GB as
having a viscous behaviour. Ke pointed out that whether the GB was an amorphous material or
not, it was only necessary to consider that it is a region of strength at low temperatures and high
deformation rates, but is a region of weakness at high temperatures and at low deformation rates.
The GB could be made up of disordered groups of atoms more separated than in the normal lattice
and the movement of pairs of atoms originated the sliding process. Mott considered the high angle
GB as a segmented structure where a region having a relatively good fit is followed by one with a
poor fit. The sliding could take place by means of the melting of a group of atoms in the islands of
good fit so that the activation enthalpy was given as A H = nHi, where Hi is the latent heat of
fusion per atom and n the number of atoms involved.

Zener offered a macroscopic picture based on a viscous behaviour. The dissipated energy
per unit area of GB, A E, was given as:

AE~a-Ax (3)

where a is the stress which appears on both sides of the GB plane and A a; is the relative shift
between two points situated in the neighbourhood of the GB, but in different grains. Eq.(3) can
explain the appearance of a maximum in the IF when the temperature is scanned. At low tempera-
tures, the value of Ax, before the change in sign of the cyclic external applied stress is neglibible,
because the viscosity defined as, for example, by Eqs. 1 and 2, is very high. Thus, the product in
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Eq.3 is very low. On the contrary, at high temperatures the viscosity is so low that the shear stress

along the GB is completely relaxed. Due to this fact, even though the value of A x is high the

product in Eq.3 is very low again. Only at intermediate temperatures, when both a and A x have

an appreciable value, A E and so the IF will exibit important values and a maximum.

Gifkins introduced the concept that the GB had to be considered not as a flat area but with
protrusions. The sliding of the grains would occur only including the reversible migration of those
protrusions. The relaxation time was considered to depend on the size of the protrusions. Different
sizes could explain at the same time the width of the peak.

3.2 Dissociated dislocation model

The model of Roberts and Barrand [20] was based on their experimental observation
about the correlation between A; or AH against 7 (Section 2, Figs.3a and 3b). Due to these em-
pirical correlations, it was assumed that dislocations at GB can dissociate as in the normal lattice.

It was suggested that stress relaxation occurs through the reversible glide and climb of

GB dislocations in region (a) of Fig.3a or 3b. In region (b) only reversible glide can take place.

The climb rate of an edge dislocation involving the nucleation of a pair of jogs on the dislocation

was calculated. They concluded that dislocation climb was energetically favourable in copper, gold

and silver, at T < 0.5 Tm. Moreover, they expressed the energy dissipated per dislocation and per

cycle as:

AE = <?bx (4)

where a is the maximum applied stress, b the Burgers vector and % the distance moved by the dis-
location. The distance covered in a half-cycle by a dislocation which can climb as well as glide
will be higher than that of one restricted to its glide plane. This fact explained the higher values
of A; observed for aluminum and nickel. At the same time, the corresponding activation enthalpy
should be A H$D when the climb was favourable and A HQBSD when only glide controlled by GB
self-diffusion was possible. The model was used to explain the effect of grain size and impurities
[21]. The total energy dissipated not only depends on the distance over which the dislocation moves
but also on the number of dislocations able to move. Assuming a decrease in the dislocation den-
sity with increasing grain size, it is possible to explain those experiments for which A;- decreases
when I increases (Section 2), as long as x is not increased. On the other hand, however, during
the annealing process certain obstacles to dislocation movements are removed thereby increasing
x. In this case, although the dislocation density is falling the glide distance is increasing. If both
processes maintain the same rate, A; would be independent on the grain size. According to the
authors, impurity segregation to GB-dissociated dislocations has the effect of contaminating the
jogs which are necessary for the climb process. Therefore, it is probable that the relaxation process
involving impurity-locked dislocations is reversible glide controlled by the diffusion of the impu-
rity. This will lead to the formation of a new damping peak, the solute peak. When only a few ppm
of impurities are involved, certain boundaries will be completely free and therefore will contribute



to the orthodox GB peak but, as the impurity content increases, the solvent peak decreases while

the solute peak increases because the free boundaries are reduced at the expense of the impurity

segregated boundaries.

The Roberts and Barrand model is important because it started to consider specific details
of the GB structure, as an attempt to explain large differences among the relaxation strength and the
activation enthalpies of different metals and their correlation with the stacking fault energy. The
assumptions, however, are numerous and particularly strong was the hypothesis about the existence
of dissociated dislocations at GB. This hypothesis, however, seems to have been corroborated ex-
perimentally later. In fact, Forwood and Clarenbrough [36], for example, by TEM analysis, found
that partial GB dislocations can occur as a part of a secondary GB-dislocation network in high
angle boundaries in fee alloys.

A second difficulty with this model is related with the hypothesis about dislocation seg-
ments climbing at GBs. The climb of dislocations requires that the coefficient of diffusion near the
core of the dislocation is higher than the one in another neighbouring region of the lattice. This is
true for the crystals but there is no evidence that it is valid at GB [37].

3.3 A new viscous sliding model including the presence of particles

Raj and Ashby [38] and Mosher and Raj [30], later on completed a new GB sliding
model, taking into account the presence of particles at GB. This model described reasonably well the
experimental results mentioned in Section 2 (Fig.4). A spring-dashpot model with three elements
in parallel was used: one spring considers the total sliding strain obtained by elastic deformation
of the grains, one dashpot considers the intrinsic viscosity of a particle-free planar boundary and,
finally, two dashpots in series consider the sliding viscosity of a GB containing particles, where the
sliding across these particles is accomodated by boundary and/or volume diffusion. The following
expression for the relaxation time is predicted by the model when the boundary diffusion is the rate
controlling mechanism:

0.14 kT(l-»2)p4i
ECl\2dDECl\2dDB

where E is the Young's modulus, v is the Poisson's ration, p is the particle size, \ is the interparticle
spacing, i is the grain size, d is the GB thickness, Q. is the atomic volume and Dg is the GB self-
diffusion coefficient.

3.4 The AZS dislocation model

With the purpose of avoiding the use of some controversial hypothesis of the Roberts and
Barrand model, but clearly inspired on it, Ahsmarin et al. [31] and Shvedov [39] developed what,
in our opinion, is the most specific model (AZS model) for the GB relaxation.

These authors started with a concept of Schober and Baluffi [40], according to which

most of the GBs in polycrystals may be presented as a superposition of boundaries satisfying the
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coincidence site lattice conditions and a network of intrinsic GB dislocations which compensates for

a difference between the real GB angle and the next coincidence angle. Actually, the experimental

work of Schober and Baluffi was carried out in low and high angle twist boundaries but it seems to

be reasonable to extend the concept mentioned above to GBs in general [41].

Ashmarin et al. considered a network of GB dislocations, as indicated in Fig.5. The
GB relaxation phenomenon is originated by the conservative movement of screw dislocation seg-
ments of total length L\. They have jogs (DE and FG) with edge components whose length is
approximately the Burgers vector b. The jogs are separated by the distance £! and they appear as
the intersection of the screw GB dislocation AJ and mixed dislocations (such as PK and NM).
Both the Burgers vector of these mixed dislocations and the one of the jogs do not lie on the GB
plane. The movement of the screw dislocations is controlled by the climbing of the jogs so that
it demands vacancy flow. Moreover, they assumed that there are two types of pinning points: the
weak pinning points at the intersection of the AJ dislocation with GB steps (pure edge components
BC and HI) and the strong pinning points at the intersection of the GB with lattice dislocations
and the sub-boundaries and at triple joints of GBs.

The vacancies arise during the climbing of some GB or lattice dislocations. In the case of
the weak pinning points, the movement of A J is controlled by boundary diffusion mostly along the
edge components of the GB dislocations (jogs DE, FG and mixed dislocations). Ashmarin et al
stated that the boundary parts (at or near coincident site lattice conditions) between GB dislocations
are perfect enough to exhibit diffusion; the same occurs for the screw segments and the pure steps
due to the absence of dilatational effects. This can be a weak point in the general description of the
phenonenon because the assumption that the diffusion is much faster in edge components than in
the GB parts confined by the network is too strong [41].

The diffusion along the boundary takes place, for example, in silver for which the power
of the volumen vacancy source is low. In fact, this power is defined by the formation energy of
the thermally activated jogs in lattice dislocations, [/,•, and by the width of the lattice dislocation
splitting, do. For metals as silver, with relatively low values of 7, high do and high U}•, the volume
diffusive vacancy flow is negligible. L\ reduces to Lo in this case and AH = AHQBSD- On the
other hand, it is possible for the weak pinning points to climb by vacancy flow from or to the grain
volume. The length is now increased to the higher possible value, L\, and the movement of the
screw dislocation segments is controlled by lattice diffusion. This is the case of aluminum and
nickel with high 7, low do and low [/,•.

On applying the Granato-Lucke theory, Ashmarin et al. obtained the following expres-
sion for the relaxation strength:

L1

A; = 0 . 1 p B - ^ - (6)

where the coefficient 0.1 takes account of the plurality of the gliding planes and depends slightly
on the elastic characteristics of the metal, pB is the density of GB dislocations taken part in the
relaxation, £ is the grain size and L\ (or Lo when relaxation is controlled by boundary diffusion)
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is the effective length of the screw dislocation. On applying the Hirth and Lothe theory for the

rate of movement of the jogged AJ dislocation, they obtained the following expression for the

pre-exponential factor of the relaxation time:

70 = 2kT(l -v)L\/?>T\2Gb2$!Do (7)

where £ is defined in Fig.5, Do is the pre-exponential factor for the volume self-diffusion coeffi-

cient and the other factors were defined before.

Finally, the apparent activation enthalpy is given by:

AH - AffaBSn + « „ ( (0-693 + £ £ _ ^

where A H is the activation enthalpy obtained from the shift of the temperature of the IF maximum,
Tp, with frequency.

The AZS model explains many of the features of the solvent and solute peaks reviewed
in Section 2. On introducing impurity atoms into the metal they segregate at GBs and the concen-
tration on the GB edge dislocations excedes the one in the grain volume. For low concentrations,
begins the segregation at the GB dislocation jogs with edge component. Thus the vacancy flow
along these jogs is reduced, which results in the increasing of both A H and A HGBSD- Both fac-
tors would lead to an increment of r and shift the peak to higher temperatures. It should be pointed
out here that this explanation, even when correct for many alloy systems such as Fe — Si [31], it
is not an appropriate one for some systems, less often found, such as AZ — Mg — Si [42], where
the solute peak shifts to lower temperatures.

At high impurity contents, the diffusive flow along some GB dislocations is stopped and
the movement of the jogs DE and FG becomes possible only together with the diffusive move-
ment of the impurity atoms. This occurs at higher temperatures where the reversible movement of
the dislocations segments together with the diffusion of the impurity atoms originate a new peak.
The steps BC and HI still participate in the relaxation and their movement is controlled by self-
diffusion. Then, the effective enthalpy measured will exibit intermediate values between A HSD
and A H for the diffusion of impurities. At high temperatures, where the solute peak is normally
measured, the volume diffusion is faster which leads to one increase in the average length L\ be-
tween strong pinning points. This explains the experimental fact that the solute peak can be several
times higher than the one in the pure metal.

In summary, it can be concluded that the agreement between the theoretical value of A;-
calculated by Shvedov [39] and the experimental one is good, as shown in Fig.6a. A very good fit
is also obtained on comparing the theoretical and the experimental activation enthalpy, as shown in
Fig.6b. It should be pointed out, however, that, some approximations were made in the theoretical
model as, for example, that ^-, which is the number of jogs on each GB dislocation segment,
was near 17, for all the different cubic metals under study. It will be pointed out in Section 6,
however, that some values predicted by using the AZS model, when compared with experimental
data obtained in a non cubic metal, can be physically unacceptable.
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3.5 The continuous distribution dislocation model

Sun and Ke [43] have proposed a theory to describe the GB relaxation based on a
continuous-distribution dislocation model of high angle boundaries. They pointed out that, ac-
cording to the coincident superlattice model, a high-angle GB has a periodic segmented structure
with regions where the fit is relatively good and regions where it is poor and that this is a situation
basically similar to the earlier atomistic approaches. The misfit segments can be described in terms
of dislocations with high index Burgers vector. The sliding of both screw or edge dislocations and
the climbing of edge dislocations or dipoles were considered, to explain the overall GB sliding.
The IF was calculated as

(9a)

(9b)

where / is the frequency of the applied stress, p' and q are defined through the parameter C by
means of two functions correlating p',q and C. Concerning TJ, the authors gave an expression for
the coefficient of viscosity of the GB, even though the necessity of dislocations for the description
of the boundary was recognized. This expression is

where Ld — b is the average length of a segment of GB mobile dislocation, Dbo is the pre-
exponential factor of the GB self-diffusion and the other factors were defined previously.

An expression correlating the temperature and the frequency of the GB peak was derived
as

AHGBSD] 4.269

This equation was used to compare the estimated and the experimental values of Tp for ten different
metals obtaining a quite satisfactory agreement [43]. On using Eqs.(9) and (10), Povolo and Moli-
nas [44] have calculated the peak width at half maximum, when the IF is measured as a function
of temperature, obtaining:

ACT"1) =2.199 k/AHGBSD (12)

The corresponding width at half maximum for a Debye peak, when the frequency is constant and
the relaxation strength does not depend on temperature, is given by [45]:

A ( r ' ) =2.635 k/AH (13)

On comparing both equations it is seen that Eq.(12) predicts an IF peak slightly narrower than a
Debye peak. As pointed out in Section 2 (paragraph 2.5), however, the experimental data show the
opposite behaviour.
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Another point to be discussed is the assumption that grain-boundary diffusion is the dom-
inant process, when the measured apparent activation enthalpy (Section 2, paragraph 2.4) exibits
different values from A HQBSD to A HSD- The apparent activation enthalpy as a function of dif-
ferent enthalpies for distinct elementary process given by Shvedov [39] (Eq.(8)) seems to be more
realistic.

3.6 A new sliding model including particles

Mori et al. [46] proposed a theory for GB sliding and the associated IF, including the
blocking effects of second-phase particles. The authors did not make a detailed calculation of
the IF peaks, but they have shown that the relaxation time for the sliding of the particle-bearing
boundaries is given by:

where r is the relaxation time for the sliding of the particle-free GB and the other parameters were

already defined.

The activation enthalpy remains the same and the relaxation strength decreases, as in the
case of T/, and with the same factor [ 1 + 7r£p/4>>2]"~1. A comparison of Eq.(14) with Eq.(5) shows
that an opposite behaviour should be expected for the relaxation time when the GBs are decorated
with particles. In fact, Eq.(5) indicates that the higher the size and the density of the particles, the
higher / . It seems reasonable that both effects make the sliding more difficult and slower. If t1

increases the IF peak should appear at higher temperatures, which is experimentally observed in
the case of copper with particles of S1O2 at GBs, as observed by Mosher and Raj [30] and even by
Mori etal. [46].

It should be pointed out that, on applying their models, practically all the authors consid-

ered only GB relaxation data for metals of cubic structure.

3.7 Lattice dislocation models

The work of Woirgard et al. [16] which started the controversy about the source of the
so-called GB relaxation, was published in 1975, that is, twentyeight years after the presentation of
the original paper of Ke.

Results obtained in single crystals, bi-crystals and polycrystals of pure fee metals, were
presented. The presence of a weak peak was pointed out in the case of an unstrained single crystal
of aluminum (Fig.7), with a peak temperature near to the one measured in a polycrystal. In the case
of an aluminum bi-crystal with a 53° misorientation about the <100> axis they decomposed the IF
spectrum into three components: Pi, P2 and Pj, as shown in Fig.8.

The principal idea advanced was that annealing at high temperatures, used to produce
large grains, also produces low dislocation densities and, consequently, it is not possible to exclude
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an eventual influence of lattice dislocations. Later on, and apart from Poiter's group, two new

research groups began to sustain the idea that phenomena taking place inside the grains were able

to explain all the features reviewed in Section 2 and previously attributed to GB relaxation.

i) Poiter's group

Most of the arguments favouring the "lattice dislocation hypothesis" as the proper expla-

nation for the relaxation effects observed were presented by Woirgard et al. [27], on referring to

all the peaks situated between 0.4 and 0.7 Tm in pure metals. These arguments are:

a) Large nonlinear effects found in that temperature range might produce perturbations in the spectra
and are in contradiction with the early acceptance of absence of ADD.

b) Some of the peaks are also observed in single crystals.

c) Peaks attributed to the influence of impurities could be developed in high purity materials by

suitable thermomechanical treatments.

d) The parameters characterizing the peaks are strongly sensitive to the thermomechanical state of
the specimens. This correlates with the fact that most of the experiments were done in connection
with systematic changes of the grain size, but it does not constitute a good state variable.

Successive works carried out by Poiter's group [11,16, 47] showed that the high temper-
ature damping spectra in pure fee metals can be analysed by means of two to four peaks, located
between 0.3 Tm and 0.7 Tm not only in polycrystals but also in single crystals.

The peaks found in single crystals would indicate that the damping originates mainly
from lattice dislocation motions and not from GB sliding. The anelasticity was assumed to be due
to long range stresses which are opposed to the dislocation motions rather than to the influence of
the line tension on the bowing out segments, for, at sufficiently high stresses, those motions occur
on important distances.

Such long-range stresses can proceed from lattice distortions (interactions between dis-
locations or between dislocations and boundaries or sub-boundaries) which are very difficult to
observe directly.

The activation enthalpies vary according to the authors between 0.5 A HSD f° r the lowest

temperature peaks and A HSD for the others.

The width of the peaks, two to three times higher than a Debye peak indicates the presence
of a distribution of relaxation times. Such a distribution can only result from a distribution of
the activation enthalpies, since if it is applied to the pre-exponential factor it would give extreme
values for some structural parameters (GS, loop lengths or spacing between pinning points) with no
physical meaning. Even if Poiter's group started the controversy it seems clear that they made no
attempt to give a coherent picture involving all the present data as, for example, the measurements
of Ke and their own studies on aluminum. On the other hand, such comparison was made by
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Iwasaki [48], as will be discussed in Section 4.

On referring to the peaks exhibited by polycrystalline and monocrystalline aluminum,
for example Riviere et al. [47] gave a table where three peaks were summarized. For the values
Tp/Tm (at lHz) of 0.43, 0.65 and 0.73 they measured the ratios AH/AHSD = 0.64,0.69 and
0.66, respectively. There is no indication in Ref.47 that shows in which manner the above men-
tioned values compare with the relaxation parameters for the GB peak in aluminum, where the
values TpjTm and AH/AHSD ^t 0.60 and 0.95, respectively, according to Ke [1], or 0.60 and
1.1, respectively, according to Williams and Leak [21].

ii) Italian group

Bonnetti et al. [49-55] have studied the effects of deformation on the high temperature
IF of aluminum. The first measurements were carried out in flexure, with amplitudes smaller than
10 ~6, in sheet of 99.6 wt % aluminum having grain sizes of 0.1cm and lcm. No peak was de-
tected in the specimen with larger grains, obtained by secondary recrystallization. Two peaks are
resolved in polycrystalline specimens, called K\ and Kt (Fig.9). After prolonged treatments of
secondary recrystallization, leading to large grains, the IF changes as shown by diagram (3(3. Room
temperature bending of the recrystallized macrocrystalline specimen lets the if-peaks reappear.

Further experiments with an inverted torsion pendulum which allows "in situ" defor-
mation of 4JV aluminum specimens by creep, lead the authors to the following conclusions: A
peak analogous to Ke peak is observed after cold-rolling. This peak decreases on annealing and
transforms into two peaks, K\ and Ki. The if-peaks decrease after secondary recrystallization
and another peak is formed at high temperatures. These peaks are found in single crystals and in
polycrystals with large grains and slight deformations are sufficient to make the peaks evident in
specimens which show no peaks before deformation. With polycrystals having small grains, de-
formations at temperatures in the range of the Ke peak cause a strong reduction of this peak and
the appearance of a new peak corresponding to K%. Deformations at lower temperatures (<500K)
cause only a small increase of the Ke peak. The polycrystals having large grains show very low
K\ and Ki peaks and deformations at temperatures below ~ 500 K give rise to large increments
mainly for peak K\; deformations in the range 55O-7O0K increase mainly peak K2. An activation
enthalpy of 38 kcal/mol and TQ = 10 ~16 s were reported for K%. It was concluded that K\ and Kj

are due to lattice dislocations and are produced by dislocation cross-slip and climb, respectively.
Furthermore, since the temperatures of the Ke and Kz peaks are about equal, an interpretation of
the Ke peak in terms of lattice dislocations was suggested.

A study of the evolution of the microstructure with creep and of the recrystallization
after cold-work, coupled with observations of the damping spectra [55-58], lead the authors to
conclude that one of the peaks observed during recrystallization is due to dislocations emitted from
the GB, since this peak appears after the fulfilment of the first recrystallization stage. Analogous
phenomena of dislocation emission are probably involved in the second peak, not only from GB
but also from sub-boundaries and polygonization walls.
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iii) Lyon's group

This was the first group who started the study of the intrinsic mechanisms responsable

for the anelastic behaviour of metals at temperatures near 0.5 Tm, by using very pure aluminum

(better than 6 N).

Esnouf et al. [59, 60] have measured only one peak, P\, in polycrystalline aluminum,
located near 450K (lHz) and three times wider than a Debye peak. This peak was found to be
sensitive to the strain amplitude: Tp decreases and the peak presents a maximum value when the
oscillation amplitude increases, as shown in Fig. 10. The peak changes only slightly during suc-
cessive annealings up to 700K and the authors reported an activation enthalpy of 1.05 eV. It was
attributed to the movement of dislocations controlled by jogs.

No et al. [61-63] studied 6 N aluminum with an inverted torsion pendulum (lHz) with
amplitudes between 2 x 10 ~7 and 3 x 10 ~5 and also with forced oscillations at frequencies between
10 ~4 Hz and lHz. The following specimens were measured: Deformed 1 to 2% ; cold-rolled 30%
at 77K and annealed at room temperature; cold-rolled, plus annealed at 700K for 30s and quenched
to 77K, to diminish the grain size. The grain size changed from lmm to 0.1mm.

Two peaks were observed, one, Pi, and ~ 450 K and another one, P{, at 360K, at lHz.

The height, width and Tp, for both peaks, are sensitive to the strain amplitude. The following values

were reported for A H and 7&:

AHPl = 116 ± 10 kj/mol; it, = 0 . 7 x 10- ( 1 6 ± 1 )s

AHP{ = 75 ± 8 kJ/mol; TD = 2.7 x 10- ( 1 4 ± 1 )s

After creep of the specimens "in situ", peaks Pi and P[ disappear and a strong increase in the
damping is observed at high temperatures. According to the authors, the deformation structure with
a high density of geometrical jogs are responsable for P[ and Pi and the polygonized structure with
a low density of jogs produces the increases of the high temperature background. Furthermore, the
dislocations responsable for P[ are mainly edge and those for Pi mainly screw. The impurities
inhibit the movement of jogs and this is why some relaxations are not observed in materials of
lower purity.

4. LAST EXPERIMENTS

4.1 New measurements in aluminum monocrystalline samples and in aluminum
bi-crystals

By using an inverted torsion pendulum and by means of the differentiated period of vibra-
tion, t', with respect to temperature, Iwasaki [48] studied the relaxation spectrum of pure aluminum
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(99.999%) bamboo-like specimens, t', measured in practice as [64]:

, =
1

where ta"\~-n is the normalized period and Tn+\ - Tn is the change in temperature, leads to a peak

which is sharper than the normal Q~l peak. The width of the Q~x peak is about 1.5 times as wide

as that of the t1 peak since

AH = 2.63 k/A (?=) (16)

for the first peak and
AH = 1.76 k/A(l/T) (17)

for the t' peak. This fact can simplificate the separation of possible components of the IF spectrum.
Furthermore, according to Iwasaki [48] the arguments of the participants of the controversy were
based on experimental results taken in specimens with differrent conditions, such as purity and
dislocation density. Then, if a polycrystalline specimen with stable grain distribution is deformed
in an appropriate manner, both the effects of lattice dislocations and GB dislocations are expected
to be observed at the same time in one specimen.

After deformation at room temperature (wire drawing) several annealing treatments were
carried out. For specimens with stabilized grain (annealing at 873K for l/i) a main Q"1 peak
developes. The t' spectrum seems to exhibit two components: a low temperature component (LTC)
and a high temperature component (HTC). The existence of such two components, which are clear
according to the author, seem to be confirmed by their presence in successive experiments, even
though the spectrum exhibits some noise. When the stabilized specimen is annealed further at
873K, the Q~} peak moves to higher temperatures, becoming a little sharper. Ths result shows that
the HTC is predominant over the LTC in the well-annealed state. On the other hand, if the stabilized
specimen is deformed, the peak moves to lower temperature becoming again a little sharper. The
LTC is now predominant ove the HTC in the deformed state.

According to all the experimental results, among them the fact that only the HTC shows
a correlation between the height of the peak and the bamboo grain size, the LTC and the HTC were
considered to be related with lattice and GB dislocations, respectively.

More recently, Iwasaki studied the HTC in bi-crystals [65, 66] and by using the flexural
mode. The sheet specimen exhibits in such a case the stress distribution in the GB indicated in
Fig.ll. The resolved shear stress between both crystals follows the expression:

GGB = a x s i n ^ ° ^ (18)

where 6 is the angle between the pendulum axis and the GB plane, x is the distance measured from
the centre of the specimen or, more precisely, from the neutral fibre in the thickness direction and a
is a constant which depends on the dimensions of the sheet and the maximum tension-compression
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stress applied. Actually, Eq.(18) is only a good approximation for &GB> which depends also, even

slightly, on the position of the GB along the sheet.

The Q-1 against T curves obtained for 9 = 0°, 45° and 90° are shown in Fig. 12. The
peak follows Eq.(18). The small traces of the peak observed in the specimen with 6 = 0° and 90°
may be due to the fact that the angle 6 deviates from those values in some parts of the GB because
of its unflatness. The complete set of 9 considered and their fit to Eq.(18) is shown in Fig. 13.
The height of the peaks for the specimens with 6 = 15°, 30°, 60° and 75° were normalized in an
interesting way. First, a bigger sample, with 9 = 45°, was cut from the aluminum bi-crystal and
Q"1 against T was measured. After that, a second and smaller sample was cut, with the desired
9 and Q~l against T was also measured. The normalization of the maximum is made now with
respect to the one for 6 = 45°. The differences in heights due to differences in the kinds and the
natures of the different GBs are normalized by this procedure. Nothing is said, however, in Refs.65
or 66, about the value of the GB area for different 9, inspite that it changes from sample to sample
with (sin 9)~l. As some other dimensions of the samples are changed without notice it can be
assumed that Iwasaki has maintained constant the ratio GB area per unit volume. If this is not the
case, the changes in the area would reflect part of the misfit between the points for 9 = 15 °, 30 °, 60°
and 75° and the curve sin 9 cos 9.

According to Iwasaki, Fig. 13 means that the height of the GB peak is roughly proportional
to the resolved shear stress along the GB, regardless of the kind and the nature of the GBs. If the
peaks were due to lattice dislocations such an orientation dependence could not be observed. From
these experimental results, the existence of the GB peak and its sliding mechanism seem to have
been proved again.

At least two observations can be made to these statements: The assertion related with
the orientation dependence should be corroborated by means of Laue diffraction photographs cor-
responding to each crystal. The orientation of the easy glide system with respect to the flexural
axis was changed for both crystals and for each sample, on cutting the different specimens. The
second point is related to the amplitude dependence of the IF. Nothing is said in Ref.66 about this
problem. The dependence of the height of the peak with 9 of Fig. 13, however, is not only showing
that the phenomenon occurs along the GB but at the same time it is demonstrating that the damping
depends linearly on the amplitude of the deformation. This is a clear and an important result not
mentioned before in the literature. If the IF does not depend on the amplitude the result should be
different from the observed in Fig. 13. In fact, the phenomenon can even develop along GB but
follows the resolved shear stress only on considering that they are null or not. This assumption
should result in a step function in Fig. 13, for the normalized peak height whose value is one, for
every value of 9 different from 0° and 90° and drops to zero for these special angles.

4.2 Measurements of Ke's group

Experiments done by Ke and collaborators [10, 67, 68] with 5 JV and 6 JV aluminum
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single crystals and polycrystals lead them to consider the existence of three peaks: The classical
GB peak, and two new maxima; the low temperature peak (LTP) and the high temperature peak
(HTP).

In 1984 Ke et al. attempted to compare the IF of polycrystalline and single crystals
aluminum specimens of the same purity [10], They prepared single crystals by three different
methods (dynamic strain-annealing, static strain-annealing and zone-melting). The IF curves of
these samples obtained with a direct torsion pendulum did not show any trace of a peak in the
temperature range where an intense peak developes (563K, lHz) for a polycrystal with a grain size
of about 0.5mm (Fig.14).

The HTP, single crystal peak or "365°C" peak (found at 638K at lHz) in single crystals
prepared by static or dynamic strain-annealing appears on annealing at temperatures about 20K to
30K below the melting temperature, as shown in Fig.14. The activation enthalpy determined was
1.84 ± leVand75 = 7 . 1 x 10-1 5s.

In situ TEM-video observations made on specimens subjected to the same heat treat-
ments and having similar grain sizes as those used in the IF measurements, lead the authors to
consider that the process for the HTP to occur is not located at polygonization boundaries. Only
dispersive dislocations existed after the very high temperature annealings.

Ke and collaborators [69-77] have studied the IF peak present on specimens with bamboo
boundaries. This peak is situated at a lower temperature than the GB peak associated with the
fine-grained specimens. Furthermore, the bamboo boundary peak can have a height comparable
and sometimes even larger than that of fine-grained boundary peak. The principal experimental
evidence supporting the proposition that this peak is a new peak different from the Ke peak are
the different characteristics shown by this peak. In the first place, this peak shifts toward lower
temperatures while the Ke peak shifts to higher temperatures with increasing annealing temperature.
Secondly, the relaxation strength of the Ke peak is independent of grain size when most of the
grains extend across the specimen, while that of the bamboo boundary peak is directly proportional
to the number of bamboo boundaries in the specimen. These characteristics have been observed in
aluminum 4N,5N and 6 JV.

It is demonstrated, according to the authors, that the bamboo boundary peak is a new
peak different from the conventional GB peak observed by Ke in 1947 and is not due to a shift of
the conventional peak toward lower temperatures. Finally, it is proposed that the bamboo boundary
peak results from the appearance of dislocations substructures in the vicinity of bamboo boundaries.
Moreover, a four parameter mechanical model [76, 77] is suggested for describing the relaxation
behaviour associated with the bamboo boundary peak.

4.3 Recent measurements of Lyon's group

No et al. [78, 79] have published data on IF at medium temperature in high purity alu-
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minum (6 N). Their objective was to determine mechanisms that lie at the origins of peak Pi and

P[. They studied the relaxation behaviour in relation to different experimental conditions, such as,

thermomechanical treatment, applied stress, either oscillation stress or bias stress and frequency.

The samples have suffered various thermomechanical treatments (rolling, annealing and creep) car-

ried out at different temperatures. The corresponding microstructure have been analysed by TEM

and a close relation between IF results and the microstructure is found. The presence of Pi and P{

is associated with a tangle dislocation microstructure, whereas their disappearance after a creep test

is associated with the re-organizations of the dislocations in polygonization sub-boundaries. The

authors conclude that the only mechanism that can possibly explain relaxations P\ and P[ is the

dislocation sliding controlled by the climbing of jogs induced by the diffusion of vacancies along

the dislocation lines.

4.4 Amplitude dependent effects

The argument a) of the "Lattice dislocation position" will be considered here (Section
3.7).

The early acceptance of absence of ADD in connection with damping originated at GB
does not seem to be a proof favouring the lattice dislocation position but a consequence of the lack
of creditable experimental data in the field of amplitude dependent effects.

Particularly important is to point out (as it was done in Section 2.7) that most of those
early experiments were based in the free-decay of the oscillations.

The influence of the mode of operation on the results in connection with the presence or
not of ADD has been discussed in detail [80-82]. In fact, the free-decay method masks drastically
possible amplitude dependent effects. Even when only a slight dependence, which is usually dis-
regarded, is measured a very important degree of dependence for the intrinsic IF, Qj1, might be
present. Q j 1 is the hypothetic function measured under homogeneous stresses and predicted by
the theroetical models.

Other modes of operation such as sustained-oscillations, are more sensitive and have the
advantage that Q71 can be calculated from the measured IF [83, 84]. Ritchie and Sprungmann
[85] have measured logarithmic decrement against strain amplitude, e, in relatively pure a — Zr

polycrystals, in the temperature range between 702K and 916K. They associated the nonlinear
effects detected with three different processes (Po, Pi and*P2) which once they overlap with two
additional phenomena and with the HTB give rise to the GB-IF peak in Zr.

Povolo et al. [44, 84] have measured the intrinsic damping of polycrystalline zirconium
of nuclear purity (GS: 87 to 160^m), from the IF against temperature curve obtained under the
strain distribution given by the torsional oscillations of an automatic pendulum, driven at constant
maximum strain amplitude. The IF spectrum was found to be amplitude dependent in the region
of the GB peak.
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Iwasaki [86] investigated the strain amplitude dependence of the GB-peak of pure alu-
minum (5 N) using an inverted torsion pendulum (free-decay method) for strains amplitudes be-
tween 10 ~7 and 10 ~5. The height of the peak increased monotonically with the amplitude while
the peak temperature, the width, the activation enthalpy and the frequency factor showed almost
no dependence. The fact that the width is amplitude independent suggested that the distribution
in AH and/or 7& was also amplitude independent. According to the author, GB dislocations with
different activation enthalpies are distributed in the specimen. In such a case instead of A H an
effective activation enthalpy, A H'f has to be considered.

AH' = AH - oo - ( o > 0 ) .

This is the most common assumption which is made in several works devoted to the microplasticity

of materials, that is, a linear dependence of the activation enthalpy on stress.

Those dislocations with higher A H become operative with the help of higher external
stresses keeping the apparent enthalpy almost unchanged. On the other hand, if N additional GB
dislocations are newly activated with the increase in a, the total relaxation strength is increased by
MA, where A is the average relaxation strength per unit number of additionally activated GB dis-
locations. The amplitude dependence of other peak properties than the peak height are determined
by the balance between A H and au.

A similar strain amplitude dependence was observed for the GB peak of dilute aluminum
alloys, A£ - 0 Oil at % Sn, At - 0.068 at % Cu and At - 0.032 at % Ag [87]. No distinct
amplitude dependence was observed in Ai — Sn, while the other two alloys show a dependence
similar to aluminum. It is concluded that the GB peak is caused by the GB sliding. The sliding
mechanism, however, is quite different depending on whether the GB is saturated with solutes or
not. In the former the sliding may occur by means of a lubricant solute layer, while in the latter by
means of GB dislocations.

5. SOLUTE AND PRECIPITATE PEAKS

As pointed out in Section 2.8, the existence of peaks related with solute atoms and with
precipitates constitute perhaps one of the most important aspects of the GB relaxation. First, it
can be the proof of the existence of damping associated with activities at GB, because alterna-
tive explanations excluding the GBs were not given or they are some bit rare. Second, because it
shows the power of the IF method to put in evidence very strong effects produced by very small
amounts of defects. Finally, many of these phenonena are of practical interest in metallurgy of
chemistry. Ogino and Amano [88] have measured segregation and precipitation phenomena at
GBs in bamboo-like samples of aluminum with very small amounts of iron as solute atoms. They
have obtained AH = 116 kj/mol for the peak in the pure metal and a very high value, AH =
216 kJ/mol in the case of aluminum with 20ppm iron, for the GB solvent peak.
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Iwasaki and Fujimoto [89] studied the effect of GB segregation of antimony on relaxation
at GB in Si - Fe alloys. The high sensitivity of the IF technique can be observed in this case, where
the concentration of antimony is too small to produce intergranular fracture. When intergranular
fracture, due to the segregation of embrittling impurities to the GB occurs another technique, the
Auger electron spectroscopy can be used to investigate the role played by those impurities. For
example, the same well defined GB solute peak (high values of IF, near 10 - 1 ) is measured on
heating and on cooling in the case of Fe - 3 Si, free of Sb, after annealing at 773K for seven
days, which is the common treatment to accomplish intergranular fracture, Fig. 15. Although this
treatment did not lead to that kind of fracture, however, the IF spectrum exhibited a drastic reduction
in height (to about j of the original height), as shown in Fig. 15, for the specimen containing only
180ppm by wt of Sb, when the effect of the segregation treatment disappears at high temperatures.
The analysis of the data in the alloy Fe — 2 Si — 0.1 Sb (peak height on heating minus peak height
on cooling versus annealing time at 773K, Fig. 16), let the authors to determine that the peak was
due to the presence of solutes at the GB, and the value of the GB saturation concentration of the
solute atoms. Finally, they deduced the repulsive character of the interaction between silicon and
antimony solute atoms.

Gridnev et al, [90] investigated the high temperature IF of annealed poly- and monocrys-
tals of Nb and Nb containing Cr, Mo and W. Depending on the annealing temperature, two tem-
perature dependent IF peaks were observed at approximately 1373K and 1573K, in polycrystals,
which were absent in single crystals, as shown in Fig. 17. The same figure shows the influence of
an "in situ" annealing on the same specimen on the IF spectra, for annealings made at the indicated
temperatures. The decreases of the IF peak for annealing treatments T > 1573 K is related to the
recrystallization process and/or to the decreasing of the high temperature background. The peak
temperature, however, does not change during such a process. The 1573K peak is considered the
normal GB peak for Nb. There were no previous measurements in this metal so that it was not
present in previous reviews. The peak located at higher temperatures is related with the creation of
a special kind of GBs.

Alloying Nb with Cr, Mo, W (concentration values below 1 wt %) did not affect sub-
stantially the high temperature IF spectrum. At higher alloy contents and after high temperature
annealing, solid-solution peaks were observed at 1573K (Cr), 1613( Mo) and 1673K (W). The
activation parameters are listed in Table 1. Baik and Raj [91] considered the effect of environment
of GB-IF in an AC — 5 % Mg alloy. They found that the relaxation time associated with the GB
sliding peak in the alloy shifts when the environment was changed from a pressure of oxygen of
1 Torr to 10 ~6 Torr. The results were consistent with the hypothesis that such effect is associated
with internal oxydation, and reduction, of a minor impurity such as copper. Particles of oxydized
copper in air increased the sliding resistance leading to higher relaxation times. The process is of a
reversible character (Fig. 18), since when oxygen activity in the atmosphere was reduced to 10 ~6

Torr (always with an annealing temperature of 583K) the oxide decomposed into the elementary
solid solution impurity, restoring the value of the original relaxation time.
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Mori et al. [46] examinated the effect of particles on the GB relaxation in polycrystals of
Cu - 0.006 wt % Si (sheets under torsion and in the free-decay method) which were internally
oxydized to produce spherical S1O2 particles. They studied also monocrystals of the same material.
Two peaks were observed in polycrystals: One, at about 460K (at 1.9 Hz) with A H = 125 kJ/mol,
was attributed to the relaxation at GB with blocking particles by means of sliding and a second one
at about 660K (at 1.8 Hz) with A H = 164 kJ/mol, attributed to the presence of particles at one
GB whose viscosity is practically zero and controlled by the diffusion of the copper atoms in the
interphase between Cu and SiOi. The first peak was located in the usual temperature range for the
GB peak in Cu, but at slightly higher temperatures being its height one third of the height of the
peak located at higher temperatures. They also found the high temperature peak in single crystals
with the same A H but with a considerable lower height.

The maxima of the peak located at low and at high temperature follow well, according to
the authors, Eq.(14) (Section 3.6) for A' and A. They could not verify their own equation (Eq.(14))
for V and r for the peak situated at lower temperatures since the equation predicts a shift to lower
temperatures for GBs decorated with particles.

The similarity found in A H for the high temperature peak in polycrystals and in single
crystals, rather than an evidence against the existence of the GB damping is an important support
for it. The similarity comes from the fact that both peaks are controlled by the same phenomena
[46], being different only the location of the particles. This is interesting as an answer for some
of the peaks detected in monocrystals in the same temperature range as in polycrystals (one of the
support of the lattice dislocations models).

Iwasaki [92] analysed the GB peak in aluminum alloys (bamboo-like wires under torsion
and sheets in a flexural mode). The effects of solute additions (Sn, Cu and Ag) was to shift to
higher temperatures the GB peak measured in the case of "pure" aluminum (Table 1). The activation
enthalpy is increased when measured in the presence of solute atoms.

Povolo and Molinas [44, 93] analysed the effect of impurities and/or particles on the
GB sliding in a — Zr of nuclear purity and the alloy Zircalloy-4/ (wires under torsion by means
of sustained oscillations). The details of these measurements have been given in Section 4.4, It
is important to emphasize here the drastic effect of very small amounts of impurity atoms on the
IF spectrum. As in the case of the cycle of hysteresis measured by Iwasaki and Fujimoto [89] in
Fe — Si — Sb alloys described above, a reversible effect was observed. For the case of a — Zr

it leads to the presence of two small peaks (P/* and P2
ff) on heating and only one, many times

higher, peak Pf, on cooling (Fig. 19). The analysis of these data [93] shows that the typical peak P{

already studied in previous works, actually consists of two different peaks, Pf and P{*, depending
whether it is measured for decreasing or increasing temperatures and on the extreme temperatures
reached. Except for this work, both peaks have never been observed in a single experiment. Also an
additional peak, P2, was detected. Pf and P,ff come from phenomena in the particle or impurity-
free area of the GBs. P2 arises as a consequence of phenomena taking place in boundaries or
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areas blocked by small precipitates or complexes of defects where oxygen atoms seem to play an

important role.

Concerning the cycle of hysteresis in a — Zr, it was found [93] that after reaching a high
enough temperature the peak Pf disappears during the cooling cycle and only F p appears, its
intensity being proportional to the temperature. There was no substantial influence of the holding
time at such temperatures. On the other hand, if during the cooling branch of the cycle the temper-
ature is not decreased below certain temperature range (transition temperature Tt) only the lower
temperature peak will be observed during a subsequent heating cycle. The authors found that Tt is
strongly dependent on the grain size , decreasing as the grain size is reduced. As for example I} is
located between 485K and 635K for a grain size of 87/jm and Tt is equal or higher than 815K for
a grain size of 160/xm. As it will be discussed in Section 7, it is shown that no special treatments
of the specimens are needed to observe the hysteresis effects. This fact together with the grain size
dependence of the transition temperature are very difficult to understand in the context of a model
based in phenomena taking place in crystals.

Ashmarin et al. [94] have studied the GB relaxation in solid solutions and internally
oxidized alloys. They measured wires under torsion at low frequencies of Fe base alloys (Fe ~

Si, Fe - Sn, Fe - Re and Fe - Ti) and Cu base alloys (Cu - Sn, Cu - Si, Cu - B) saturated
by oxygen and previously examinated by TEM and optical microscopy. It is concluded that the GB
relaxation of iron based solid solutions shows a more strong dependence on grain size than for the
pure metal. Insoluble particles at GB suppress GB relaxation in Cu and decreases the temperature
of the peak with the decrease of the interparticle distance. When the last is less than 0.5/ira, the
peak vanishes. This case corresponds to a pinning degree of the GB (the ratio of the area pinned
by the particles to the total GB area) by the strengthening phase of about 0.16.

Fig.20 gives a reasonable correlation between theoretical and experimental values of the
normalized relaxation strength and peak temperature of the GB peak in Cu, with oxide particles
uniformly distributed along the GB, against the distance, Li, between particles.

The model developed by these authors is the AZS dislocation model [31, 39] discussed
in Section 3.4. The theoretical curves 1 and 2 correspond to a precipation size of 0/im and 0.3^m,
respectively. The detailed calculation is not given in Ref.94 but it is clear that both A and T3 follow
a law similar to Eq.(14) by Mori et al. [46]. There is no agreement again, however, with the
experimental and theoretical results given by Mosher and Raj [30], because in Ref.94, Fig.20, Tp

decreases as L, (or \) decreases while in Ref.30 (Table 1, p. 1472) it decreases as \ increases.

Cui and Ke [95] presented IF measurements and X-ray analysis associated with the pre-
cipitation and re-solution of the 0-phase along the GBs and in the matrix of Al - Cu alloys. The
measurements were performed in Al — Cu alloys with different contents of Cu, ranging between
0.015 and 4.0 wt %. The specimens (wires) were measured under torsion in an inverted pendulum
and presumably by the free-decay method.
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The presence of five peaks (P\, P2, Pj, Pi and Pj) was explained in the following way:
P\ is a relaxation peak (Tp shifts to higher temperatures on increasing / ) and corresponds to a
process located at the GB in presence of preciptates of 6 phase (Cu Atz). Pz and F3 are related
with the precipitation taking place at the GBs and the re-solution of precipates. They are not
relaxation peaks.

During ageing experiments at the optimum temperature of P3, the IF decreases and the
modulus increases gradually, indicating that a hardening process takes place; Pi is reduced accom-
panying the appearance of P3.

P3 and P'2 are related with precipitation and re-solution of the second-phase inside the
grains, for they were measured in single crystals where neither P\, Pi or P3 appear.

More recently, Cosandey et ai. [96] have carried out GB-IF measurements in Ni — Cr —
Ce alloys with the aim to determine the GB chemistry of ductile alloys for which direct measure-
ments by surface techniques, as Auger or SIMS spectroscopies, are difficult. These techniques
apply successfully when there is intergranular fracture.

In order to understand the role of Ce on GB properties, they studied alloys containing 0
and 180 at ppm of Ce, in torsion and by the free-decay method at low frequencies.

They measured a peak attributed to GB anelastic relaxation for both the 0 and the 180 at
ppm Ni — Cr — Ce alloys. The reduction of the activation enthalpy for the case of the alloy with
Ce indicates, according to the authors, that Ce decreases impurity segregation to GB. A strong
hysteresis in the IF temperature curve is observed for the Ce containing alloy. This hysteresis
is tentatively attributed to a GB microstructural phase transformation. The alloy possesses two
states: a low temperature state with pinning points and restoring forces opposed to the applied
stress leading to an IF peak and a high temperature state where the pinning points have disappeared
or where they have become ineffective, leading to a high IF background. The role of Ce is to
destabilize these GB pinning points at high temperatures.

6. STATE OF THE CONTROVERSY

In a review paper [8] devoted to the IF associated with high temperature dislocation
mobility, Ke gave his first answers in the frame of the controversy about the origin of the GB
peak. He pointed out that:

a) Although the IF peaks occur in nearly the same range in polycrystalline and single crystal spec-
imens, certainly they are not identical in a careful analysis. In such a case, the procedure adopted
for the subtraction of the background damping should be examined with great care. It should be
added here that not very often it is possible to find in the literature the description of the procedure
used to subtract the background. This point is very important in the case where the reader wishes
to corroborate the experimental results published.
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b) The height of the peak in polycrystalline specimen is much pronounced than in single crystals.

To be sure, real relaxation peaks should be obtained in deformed single crystals.

c) It is very difficult to avoid cold-working effects introduced in mounting the highly softened
single crystals specimens for IF measurements.

Points a) and c) lead to the question whether if the single crystal specimens used by the

different authors were crystals without any GBs.

In addition, Ke pointed out that the relaxation behaviour of the slip bands (dislocation
pile ups) in deformed single and polycrystals and of the dislocation groups in high-angle GBs may
originate similar but not indentical relaxation peaks, as regard the location and the behaviour during
successive annealings.

A more recent review by Ke [77] is dedicated to the observations, in aluminum of dif-
ferent purities, about the peak associated with fine-grained GBs, P\, and the peak associated to
the bamboo GB, P2. As pointed out in Section 4.2, both peaks are explained through mechanisms
occurring at the GBs.

Sun Zongqi [97] has presented numerical calculations based on a continuous distribution
dislocation model for the GBs, to explain Ke peak and the solute peak.

No et al. [79] have summarized the most representative results given in the literature for
aluminum between 0.3 Tm and Tm, as shown in Fig.21. The authors state that the solvent GB peak,
the macrocrystalline peak and P\ are probably the same peak; peaks P% and P% are associated with
the evolution of peak P[ due to the migration of impurities to dislocations; peak Kt is probably
the same as peak Pi.

In summary, all the peaks are attributed to lattice dislocations.

Iwasaki [100] studied the effects of annealing and tensile stress on the GB peak of pure
aluminum (5 N) with a torsion pendulum. The peak always shifts to higher temperatures by stress-
free annealing, while it shifts to lower temperature by stressed annealing at 623K and 673K where
a bamboo structure is formed. The peculiar peak shifting is due to creep deformation. The other
peak properties show no peculiarity there and then the GB peak observed in a fine grained specimen
and that in a bamboo crystal are considered to be the same in origin. The drastic change to the high
Ke peak to the low M peak observed by Ke et al. [10,69,70], then seems to be due to the creep
deformation by the excess counterweight in the pendulum. The fact that, this drastic change is
observed more clearly when the specimen purity is higher, supports this interpretation.

Finally, Weller et al. [101] have put in doubt the interpretation of the GB peak in iron
because, after deformation, they have measured two peaks in monocrystallme Fe — N. These
peaks have been interpreted as Snoek-Kbster peaks and explained by the Seeger model [102,103],
being located the peak appearing at higher temperatures in the region of the GB peak.
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the data on the GB peak, or related peaks, shows that the controversy
about its origin is not settled. In fact, there are groups who sustain that the IF originates at the GB
and the others who claim that the relaxation is produced by lattice dislocations.

It is our opinion that more effort is needed on experimental work in samples where the

structure of the GB and the resolved shear stresses are unambigously determined. It is convenient

to carry out measurements in:

a) Well defined and known GB with different and controlled geometries. That is to say, for example,
GB between two adjacent crystals oriented in such a way that a fraction of their sites falls on a
common coincident lattice. In fact, the GBs satisfying the coincident site lattice (CSL) present
also the advantage that they have carefully analysed by means of other techniques, as shown by a
review of the TEM studies in thin-film bi-crystals specimens containing GB possessing controlled
geometries by Baluffi et ai. [104], or the study of the mechanical properties of symmetrical bi-
crystals of Fe ~ 5.8 at % Si, having Z 3 coincidence twin boundary by Paidar et ai. [105].

The results coming from IF measurements will contribute to the present discussion about
the topology of the GB and the character of the GB-dislocations and GB steps or ledges. The IF,
in addition, can offer crucial information about the dynamics of those defects.

b) Known resolved shear stresses inside the grains (by means of the corresponding Laue diffraction
photographs) if one wants effectively disregard any contribution or any explanation of the phenom-
ena from the crystals themselves. As discussed in Section 4, this was not reported by Iwasaki on
his works with aluminum bicrystals [65,66],

c) If possible, one should measure bi-crystals or polycrystals having a relatively small GB area but
with a very well defined microstructure inside each grain. The X-ray topography is a suitable and
sensitive technique to carry out this work.

We propose an experiment which first could verify the idea of Iwasaki [65,66] but consid-
ering a different mode of deformation and, simultaneously, it could provide an additional evidence
of the presence of the GB damping. In fact, the analysis of the resolved shear stresses for the GB
area separating two crystals in a sample deformed by longitudinal excitation gives:

i) If the distance z between the node and the GB is maintained constant and the angle 6 between
the longtitudinal axis and the GB plane is changed, then the mean value of the resolved shear stress
follows the law: sin 9 cos 6. This is the law checked experimentally by Iwasaki [65,66], in another
mode of deformation.

ii) If 6 is constant (it is convenient 6 ~ 45 °) and z is changed, the mean value of the resolved shear
stress follows the law: sin (nz/£e), where £e is the specimen length.

We agree with the idea given formerly by Iwasaki [66] that the controversy arises because
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there were two peaks to separate of different origin: one coming from the damping along GB and

the other one taking place inside the grains. The question is which thermomechanical treatment
should be given to the specimen to put into evidence one or the other and which are the most

suitable IF techniques to detect both events.

Some comments should be made about the results in a-zirconium. It is known that
starting with a given concentration c& of impurities in volumen, the segregation to GB surfaces in
specimens with large (L) or small (s) grain size leads to higher values of c ^ J ^ . in comparison
w ^h c3wf0ce a s ^ m e m c r eases. If we assume that the segregation progresses until the GB(L) is
saturated, then a full segregation for GB(a) will be obtained for higher values oft (time) or lower
values of T. This can explain the fact that the transition temperature, Tt, reported in Ref.93 obeys
the condition: Tt(s) < Tt(L).

It should be pointed out that the oxygen content (one of the possible impurities playing
a role in the damping process), did not change, as determined after the IF experiments, neither
during the annealing treatments leading to different grain sizes (62h at 1023K for 87/im and 25 lh at
1023K for 160/im), nor during the successive excursions in temperature during the measurements.
A concentration Cb = 1000 at ppm of O was obtained before and after the measurements. If Cb
changed, then the explanation of the hysteresis effects in terms of segregation to GB would not be
valid.

Within the lattice dislocation model, an explanation of the proportionality between Tt

and the grain size needs a change in cj or in the lattice dislocation density (A) with the thermal
treatments. In fact, it is argued that the treatment used to obtain higher grain sizes also reduces
drastically A. Also the oxygen content could increase but, in fact, it did not increase neither due
to the annealing treatments in inert gas nor during the IF measurements made under dynamic high
vacuum. Moreover, if A is lower at higher grain sizes it is not necessary to reach such a low
temperature in order to create the atmosphere of oxygen around the dislocations.

Another point to be discussed refers to the amplitude dependent effects. These effects are
normally measured in free-decay which, as discussed in Section 4.4 is not an appropriate method,
unless a special treatment is given to the rough data [118,119].

About the solute peak, it has been argued that the so-called "solute peak" very often
measured in alloys, such as Fe - Si, could be explained by means of the Zener relaxation. This
process, however, is of anelastic character and gives rise to peaks which are not too wide, compared
with a Debye peak. The GB relaxation on the contrary produces very broad peaks, as can be
observed from Table 1.

It would be very interesting to make IF measurements in nanocrystalline specimens,
which are polycrystals prepared by compacting very small crystallites (5 to lOnm in diameter) un-
der high pressures. Another technique has been already applied to study properties such as the wide
distribution of interatomic distances within the disordered intercrystalline phase as, for example,
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positron lifetime spectroscopy.

Another important point, within the controversy, refers to the comparison made in the
literature between the width of the different peaks and the Debye peak. It is normally assumed
in the literature that the width, at half-maxima, of a Debye peak, when measured as a function of
temperature, is given by Eq.(13).

As pointed out in Section 3.5, however, this is only valid if the measurements are per-
formed at constant frequency and the relaxation strength does not depend on temperature. This is
not the normal situation found in practice and, consequently, all the analysis of the width of the
different peaks should be taken with caution [45].

Finally, Table 1 gives the most relevant characteristics of the different IF peaks reported
in the literature since 1972 up today, for metal and alloys, at temperatures above about 0.5 Tmt and
for ceramic, which include the GB peaks, the solute peaks and the peaks due to the presence of
precipitates or complexes of defects at grain boundaries.
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Abbreviations used in the test

ADD Amplitude-dependent damping

AZS Ashmarin, Zhikharev and Shvedov model

/? Width of the lognormal distribution of relaxation times

b Burgers vector

do Width of the dislocation splitting

d Grain boundary thickness

Grain boundary self-diffusion coefficient

Pre-exponential factor of DB

DQ Pre-exponential factor of the volume self-diffusion coefficient

A E Dissipated energy per cycle

A; Relaxation strength

A H Measured apparent activation enthalpy

A HSD Activation enthalpy for volume self-diffusion.

A HaBSD Activation enthalpy for boundary self-diffusion

A x Relative shift between two points at GB

E Young's modulus

e Strain

17 Coefficient of viscosity

/ Frequency of the applied stress

7 Stacking-fault energy

G Unrelaxed shear modulus

GB, GBs Grain boundary, grain boundaries

EL Latent heat of fusion

IF Internal friction

k Boltzmann's constant

£ Grain size
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HI Distance between jogs

Lo,Li,Ld Dislocation segment lengths

A Interparticle spacing

v Poisson's ratio

O. Atomic volume

p Particle size

Q"1 Internal friction

Qjl Intrinsic internal friction

PB Grain boundary dislocation density

a Stress

T Temperature

Tp Peak temperature

Tm Melting temperature

r Relaxation time

70 Pre-exponential factor of r

x Distance moved by a dislocation segment

U; Jog formation energy on the lattice dislocations
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NOTES (Table 1)

(a) frequency not specified
(b) free-decay mode
(c) constant amplitude of deformation mode
(d) intrinsic IF

(e) background subtracted
(0 p and A: particle size and interparticle spacing
(g) another different amounts of the alloying element were also studied

T (N hours): Previous annealing treatment (N hours at temperature T)
<f>: diameter
TA: number of twins of annealing per grain
TN: number of triple nodes per grain

£ : reverse density of coincident nodes
PS: parquet structure
BB: number of bamboo boundaries per 25 mm2

Q"1 : IF peak height
A / : relaxation strength
a: width ratio (defined as ^ • (1
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TABLE 1 - Grain Boundary Relaxation Phenomena

A l

A l

SYSTEM

Al

Al

Al

Al

PURITY

Commercial
purity

99.999 wt%

99.999 wt%

99.991 wt%

99.999 wt%

99.9999 wt*

SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

Polycrystal(wire)
623 to 753 K
(1 to 4 h) Torsion

Bamboo (wire)
873 K (100 h)
Torsion (b)

Polycrystal
873 K (1 h)
(wire) Torsion
(sheet)Flexure

Pol ycry stall wire)
Annealed,Recrysta.
Uized , Torsion

Same as above

Same as above

GRAIN
SIZE

O.05 mm

2 mm

1 mm

0.2 mm

0.3 mm

0.2 mm

PEAK
(kind and
nature)

GB peak

GB peak
(HT-compo
nent)

GB peak
(plus LT-
component)

Solute -<JB
peak

Solute -GB
peak
Real Solvent
GB peak

T P
(at lHz)
[K]

S03
(IHz at

57U.7
±8.3

533

563

548

483

o
Is] (kJ/moll

"1 AJ a REF1£RENCL

99.9993 wt* Polycrystal(wire)
with Mg.Si and #-lmm; 90% reduc
traces of Cu, tion in area
Fe and Mn 723 K (2 h)

0.5 mm

Same purity

Same purity

Single Crystal
(prepared by sta_
tic or dynamic anne_.
aling method)

Single crystal
(Same as above)

Same Purity Bamboo (wire) 1.9 mm
i~\ mm ;cold worked
893 K (8 h)

Fine grained 563
GB peak or (l.HHz)
"Ke peak"

No peak in
the region of
the GB peak

"365 C-peak' t>38
(not a GB (- 1.7|lz)
peak but a
dislocation
peak )

"Macrocrys . 20 k iower
talline peak" than Tp

5.0x10""

7.9xl!TH 1521.!

99.999 wt% Bamboo (wire)
#-1 mm
Torsion (b)

(not a GB
peak but a
bamboo and
poligoniza_
tion bounda.
nes - peak)

GB peak
Amplitude
-indepen..
dent compo_
rent

for the
GB peak

541

1.88
0.06

io- 1 5 154 6.7x10"J

I"1*. ; 'J 4.7x111"-

D.10S +
' 0.UII3

Ting-Cliuan l.ci (1'JSl)

Iwasaki (1983)
/ 48 /

- i (l 'JB4)

k e o l HI.

Y.c e l a I . j n J }.c

Ul-'M,i9S'),r.)«('1

/ H i , ( • ' , 11)7 /

i ( i . i

15) 2.II [wasaki



SYSTEM PURITY SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

GRAIN PEAK
SIZE (kind and

nature) [K]

TP
(it IHz) is]

AH
[kJ/mol]

AJ REFERENCE

Al - Si From SN(A1)
and 6N(Si)
Si: 0.39at%

Al - Si Si: 0.14wt%

Si: O.S6wt%

Polycrystal(wire)
6S3 K (1 h) and
quenched into water

PolycrystaUwire)
Quenched from 353
to 273 K plus
523 K (17 h)
Torsion (b)

Single crystal,
quenched and
annealed

0.3 mm

Solute GB
peak

GB or its
vicinity

461

483
(0.9 Hz)

Al - Cu Ahcommercial Polycrystal(wire)
Cu:0.39wt% 623 K to 753 K
(g) (1 to 4 h) Torsion

Al - Fe Alxommercial Same as above
Fe:0.31 wt%

Al - Si Alxommercial Same as above
Si:0.27 w t *
it)

Al - Mg Mg: 5 wt% PolycrystaHsheet) 5U
Mn:0.1wt% 583 K (in air)
Cr:0.1 wt* Torsion
Cu: 90ppm(wt)
Fe:126ppm(wt)

Al - Mg Same as above Same as above
583 K (10"6Torr)

Al - Ag From Al: Polycrystal
99.999wt% 873 K (I h)
Ag:0.032at% Torsion(wire)

Flexure(sheet)

Al - Cu Cu: 0.068a t% Seme as above

At - Sn Sn: O.Ollat* Same as above

Al - Cu Cu: 0.01S to Polycrystal (wire)
0.29 wt* 723 K (2 h) Torsion(b)

0.05 mm

0.01 mm

0.05 mm

5U urn

1 mm

No peak in
the region
the GB peak

Solute -GB
peak

Solute -GB
peak

Solute -GB
peak

GB peak with
particles of
oxidized Cu

GB with
impurity
atoms
Solute GB
peak

atoms

Solute GB
peak

Solute GB
peak

GB with
precipitates

513
(IHz at

Troom '

493
(IHz at

483
(lllz al
^room '

~ 49 3

-S33

592

571

559

548
(at 2Hz)

to
,-13

10"

10,-17

108±9

U."1

164-

173

134

5.5x10"

8.5x10"

6.0x10""

5.8x10"'

8.3x10"*

9.4x10"

7x10"^

_\0

i.'j

1.9

Szenes and Zsombok
(1974 ) / 10S /

Entwistle e l al.(19"8)
, 10'J /

rmg-Chuan I t-i ' 19S'1

UX-, -

Iwasaki (]<JSJ)

fill and Kc (ll«^l
/ 95 /



SYSTEM PURITY

Al - Si Krcrji Al:
99.99 wt%
Si: X8at%
(g)

Al-MB-Si Mg:l.l7wt%
Si:0.64 wt%

Al-Mg-Si Al:t8.9wt%
Mg;0.45wt%
Si;0.46wtX
Fe:0.19wt%
and 98.7;
f).S7;0.5CI;
0.17wt%

Al-Mg-Si l%Mg->Si
(0.2%"
excess Si)

SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

Polycrysta!
(ribbons)
0.06x2.5x35171 tn3

Torsion
593 K (3.3 h)

Pofycrystal(wire)
* - t mm; 723k (lh)
Torsion

Pofycrystal (rod)
"as quenched" state
slightly deformated
Torsion (b) (c)

Polycrystal (rod)
"as quenched" state

GRAIN
SIZE

80 urn

0.08 to
1 mm
(smaller
than <b)

1(1% or 0

PEAK
(kind and
nature)

GB peak
affected
by silicon
precipitates

GB peak with
Si atoms at
GB

GB peak

Gli peak in
presence <if
Drec.iDilates

Tp
(at lHz)
[K!

470

448
( • - l . l H z )

475

4811

[s]

5.3x10"

AM
[H/moll

"-T"

SxlO"
(e)

I.'S
i de[iondi I I

f»n f iry i n

Sl.'f!

REFERENCE

Ian and I ic-u
/ 110 •

•i')~4j

i. Jc :..I!V.J i ! .il.

II I

. Jo

99.95 % Polycrysta l ll.UCimm
873 K (I h,vacuum)
"1A-5 T N - i :
Same as Bbove

Polycrystal II.K.:mm
1093 K (1 Ji,vacuum)
TA-4 rN-KI
Same as above

Same as above

Low 1 empe
rature OB
peak
Intermediate
I emperature

OB peak

Low Tempe
rat ure t;B
peak
Intermediate
Temperature
GB peak
High Tempo
rature CB
peak

530

74!)

S I 6

708

9J6

V^im.it in . . I , . ! •. !

! ,-1

Polycrystal
1333 K (0.25 h)
TA-3.4 TN-17 y
9,11,15,17 PS:yes
Same as above

Same as above

l .SSmm low lerape
rature GB
peaklno peak)

Intermediate
Temperature
GB peak
High Tempe
rature GB
peak

800 2.U



SYSTEM PURITY

U>

SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

GRAIN PEAK T p

SIZE (kind and (at lHz)
nature) }K]

Is]

Cu-GeO^ From Cu:
' 99.999wt%

Cu-Ce alloy
GetO.2wt%

C'u-SiOs From Cu;
99.999wt%
Cu-Sl alloy
Si:0.1wt%

Cu-SiO, Si:O.OOfiwt%

Fe

Fe - Si Si: 0.04at*

Si: 1.08at%

Si: 3.5at%

Si: 4.5at%

Polycrystal
1333 K (100 h)
TA-2 TN-4 E-3
PS:ya9 BB-3

Same as above

Same as above

Polycrystal(wire)
Torsion (b)

Polycrystal(wire)
Torsion (b)

PolycrystaHwire)
Torsion (b)

PolycrystsKwire)
Torsion (b)

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

4.0mm Low Tempe_
rature GB
peak(no peak)

Intermediate
Temperature
GB peak
High Tempe_
rature GB
peak

350 ytn

Polycrystal(sheet) 130 urn
Torsion (b)
p—0.114 )im,k"'2,3um

Same as above

41.5«m

47 t±m

43.6

42

820

1000

GB peak with %1
particles

GB peak with
particles

GB peak 40,5
with (0.304
particles Hz )

GB peak
with
particles;
interfacial
diffusion
alongCu-SiO-,

GB peak
(pure metal)

Solvent GB
peak

Solute GB
peak

Solvent GB
peak
Solute GB
peak
Solvent GB
peak
Solute GB
peak

So!ute GB
peak

702
(1.286

Hz )

790

80fr

920

820

950

955

960

AH
(kJ/mol)

• -T"
AJ REFERENCE

21N

256

I2C

: . 1 5 x 1 0 - 1.05

12.1x10 ' -

u J

"•.5x10"-

0.20x11!"-

0.52x10"'

24K

10.4-10"- i . - l

Q . 5N1 ( ! " - J.DII

2.0x1(1"-' ].Kn

-t.hxiO"- l.SS

!6x!0'- 2.00

traces

2.56

2.42

Mosher jnd h i M 4T.)|
/ 3(1 ,

M . . i i e l -iI.

Ah '

AshniEiT in ; i



I
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SYSTEM PURITY SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

GRAIN PEAK T p ~ r o
SIZE (kind and Cat lHz) [s]

nature) [KJ

Si: 6.0at% Same as above

99.93wt% Polycrystal
0:300 ppm(wt) 1473 K
N:1200ppm(wt)
C:300ppm(wt)

Same as above Polycrystal
1873 K

Same as above Single crystal

Nb - Cr Nb:97.5wt*
Cr:l.Swt%
or 96.8 and
3.1wt%

Polycrystal

41 Solute GB
peak

GB peak

GB peak
(special
kind or GB)
No peak
up to
1873 K

Solute (>B
peak

958

1373 (a)

1S73 (a)

1 4 7 1 ( a )

AH
IkJ/moli

2S1

-JM

-T"

38.7xltrJ

a REFERENCE

2.S6

G r i d n c v e l <tl. <
/ 90 /

I 0.8x10"-

Nb - Mo Nb:96.2wt%
Mo:3.7wt%
or 91.8 and
8.0wt*

Polycrystal So lu t e <;H ]f,| 1 (a)
peak

411)

Nb - Ifc Nb:96.2wt%
W:3.6wt%
or 83.9 and
16.0wt%

Ni-Cr Cr:22at%

Ni-Cr-Ce Cr:22at%
Ce:!80pp!nfat)

Ni - Cr Cr:3.5at*
(g)

Ni - Mo Mo: la l%

(g)

Ni - Tu Ta:0.2%
(g)

Ni - Ti Ti:0.9%
(I)

Polycrystal

PolycrystaKsheetl Sn um
1 S7.3 K,Torsion(b)

Same as above 80 urn

Polycrystal 0.24mm
Torsion

Same as above

Same as above II.30mm

Same as above 0.28mm

Solute (Hi
peak

l f > 7 1

i,fi peHk witti 983
impun ties

GB peak with 458
impurities

GB peak 7So
(HTAP: HiRh (2."Hz)
Temperature
Alloying ele-
ment peak)

Gfi peak
(HTAP)

GB peak
(HTAP)

GB peak
(HTPA)

830
(2.711;:)

810
(2.7H/.)

740
(2.71l.:j

I .9:J ' !^' r o

l . f . x l f i " ' - ' 20(1

hid'

20

2(1'J L J ( l

- 0

! '• r i J n c . /i rid K vi--= 11



SYSTEM PURITY SAMPLE and
MODE of
DEFORMATION

GRAIN PEAK Tp

SIZE (kind and (it lHz)
nature) |K]

[s]
AH
[kJ/mol]

Silicon- Commercial
nitride ceramic
HS 110

a - Zr 99.999 wt%

Polycrystal
(ribbon)

Polycrystal(strip)
Flexure

- Zr Nuclear grade Polycrystal (wire)
O;1050ppm(wt) 1023 K (62 h)
Fe:490ppm(wt) Torsion (c) ( on

heating )
Same as above Same as above

Same as above Same as above (on
cooling)

Zircaloy Znnuclaar
- 4 grade

Sn;1.4lwt%
Fe:0.19wt%
Cr:0.1wt%

Polycrystal (wire)
1021 K (2 h)
Torsion (b) (c)

0.81 tim

a - Zr Nuclear grade Polycrystal (wire) 90
O:1050ppm(wt) 1023 K (2 h)
Fe:490ppm(wt) Torsion (b) (c)

87

30

GB sliding 1103
(at 0.73Hz)

GB peak 1048 10
(HI compo.. (at ~3.7Hz)
rent of the
classical
GB peak)

,-13

GB peak 826

Sliding or
particle-
free GB

Sliding of
particle
bearing GB

Sliding of
particle-
free C;D

Solvent GB
peak

893
(at70.6Hz)

1039

(at6l l .6Hz)

S.J8
(at67.7Hz)

891)

(21 • 1)

W) i 40

I.SxlO"18 27ti j 3(1
(18 r 2 )

T5l • 1

0.3x10"

2-SxlO""
(71 Hz) on
cooling (e)

0.54xin'-
(e) id)

(e) (d)

(c) (di

l .S

•^.4.\10"- l.f>

REFERENCE

Mosher et al. ( 1976 )
/ 115 /

Ritchie and Sprungmonn
(1981) / SS /

F'ovolo and M
(1983) / U(-

IVvol'j and Mol
(1985) / 91 . 1 1 ,

(e) (70 Hz) (19St-) • 44

Same as above Same as above GB peak with. 978
particles (22

"' 4.6sln"* l.S
(e)



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Internal friction of aluminum after Ke [1].

Fig.2 Effect of the grain size on the internal friction of zirconium, after Bungardt and Preisen-
danz [18].

Fig.3 (a) Dependence of peak height on Gb/7. (b) Dependence on A H/A HSD on G6/7. After

Roberts and Barrand [20].

Fig.4 Damping spectra of Cu—0.2% Ge before and after internal oxydation. Boundary sliding
viscosities are increased by the introduction of GeOt particles, displacing the damping
peak to higher temperatures. After Mosher and Raj [30].

Fig.5 AZS model for GB relaxation. SPP: strong pinning points; WPP: weak pinning points.
After Ashmarin et al. [31].

Fig.6 (a) Comparison between experimental and calculated relaxation strengths, (b) Compari-

son between experimental and calculated activation enthalpies. After Shvedov [39].

Fig.7 Comparison between the spectra obtained in polycrystal (a) and a single crystal (b). After
Woirgard et al. [16].

Fig.8 Decomposition of the spectrum obtained on a bi-crystal in three components. After Woir-

gard et al. [16].

Fig.9 flF versus temperature for polycrystalline aluminum (act) and macrocrystalline nonde-

formed (00), slightly deformed (00') and deformed by bending (77) . Diagram a a

shows Ke results (right handed ordinate) shifted to 620 Hz. After Bonetti et al. [49].

Fig. 10 Evolution of peak Pi (without background) as a function of strain amplitude for 6N
polycrystalline aluminum ( / ~ 1 Hz), 1) 4 x 10~7; 2) 1.5 x lO"6 ; 3) 2.5 x 10~6; 4)
8 x 10~ 6 ;5)2 x 1 0 ' 5 ; 6 ) 4 x lO"5 . After Esnouf and Fantozzi [60].

Fig. 11 Stress distribution on the GB for a bi-crystal. After Iwasaki [65].

Fig. 12 IF against temperature for three different bi-crystals. o 6 = 0°, • 45°, o 90°. After
Iwasaki [65].

Fig. 13 The dependence of the normalized peak weight on angle 9. After Iwasaki [66].

Fig.14 IF of 5 JV aluminum. 1) Polycrystal, grain size 0.5mm, / = 1.8 Hz; 2) single crystal
prepared by zone-melting, / = 1.7 Hz; 3) single crystal prepared by dynamic annealing,
/ = 1.7 Hz. After Ke et al. [10].

Fig. 15 Effect of the GB segregation of antimony on the solute peak. IF measured at 0.5Hz after
annealing at 500° for 7 days. After Iwasaki and Fujimoto [89].
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Fig. 16 Variation of decrease in height of the solute peak with increasing time at a segregation

temperature of 500°C, Q^l
c, Q]}R'- peak height on heating and cooling.

Fig. 17 Influence of annealing temperature on the IF of Nb. 1) 600°C; 2) 800°C; 3) 1000°C;
4) 1200°C; 5) 1300°C; 7) 1500°C; 8) 1600°C. Curve (a) corresponds to a single crystal
with <110> orientation. After Gridnev et al. [90].

Fig. 18 Shift in Debye peaks after successive annealing at 583K. After Baik and Raj [91].

Fig. 19 Hysteresis effects on the IF of polycrystalline zirconium, (a) Intrinsic IF against T on
heating, (b) Intrinsic IF against T on cooling. After Povolo and Molinas [93].

Fig.20 Correlation between theoretical (1 - for precipitation size D\ = 0.4^; 2 - for!?, = 0 3/i)
and experimental values of the relaxation strength and temperature of the GB peak in Cu
with oxide particles uniformly distributed along the GB. After Ashmarin et al. [94].

Fig.21 (a) Ke's results on a polycrystalline sample {AN) [1]. (a') Ke's result on a bamboo-
structured sample {IN) [1]. (b) Bonetti et al. results on a polycrystal (4JV) [50].
(c) Woirgard's results on a polycrystal (5 N) [98]. (c') Woirgard's results on a monocrys-
talline specimen (6jV) [98]. (d) Esnouf et al. results on a polycrystal (6iV) [60]. (e)
No et al. results on a polycrystalline sample (6 JV) [9]. (f) Friedel's et al. results on a
polycrystalline sample (4 N) [99].
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